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INTRODUCTION

We visited Khushboo Welfare Society in Sector-10, Gurgaon, Haryana on 4th December 2008. Khushboo Welfare Society is a school for children and teens with mental and multiple disabilities. The school is across the street from Lions Public School in sector-10A, Gurgaon.

We were there for the entire school day. We met with administrative staff, teachers, and students who come to the school. We also got a chance to speak with a parent who was there for his child physiotherapy session. We will be describing what we saw and experienced on that day in sections to help understand the working of Khushboo Welfare Society.
INFRASTRUCTURE – BUILDING AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

GARDEN - The first thing that we noticed upon entering KWS's compound was their beautiful and well-maintained garden. This garden is used for school’s activities such as annual day celebrations, parent meets, etc. The compound is also used as a playground for students. There are some slides on the far left side of the compound, where students often play.

TRANSPORTATION – We also noticed two buses and a Maruti van in the compound. The buses are used to transport students and teachers. They come from Gurgaon city and nearby villages. Van is used to by school to transport Visitors/Staff to and from New Delhi; and for emergencies.

BUILDING - Behind the garden was a three storey building with a ramp build-up to the second floor. The ramp is used by students who find it difficult to climb.
STAIRS. IT IS A CONVENIENT WAY FOR THEM TO GET TO THEIR CLASSROOMS. IN THE PICTURE
YOU CAN SEE A STUDENT HELPING ANOTHER STUDENT UP THE RAMP. THIS WAY, MANY
CHILDREN CAN ACCESS THE RAMP AT THE SAME TIME.

1<sup>ST</sup> FLOOR - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, A MULTI-SENSORY UNIT, PHYSIOTHERAPY ROOM, SPEECH
THERAPY ROOM, AND PRE-ACADEMIC AND ACADEMIC-I CLASSROOM. SECOND FLOOR HAS
PRE-VOCATIONAL I, STIMULATION-SR, DIRECTOR'S OFFICE. THIRD FLOOR HAS VOCATIONAL
ROOMS AND TWO OFFICES.
Asst. Director's Office

Asst. Director's Office is on the first floor on the right. We spent our morning and afternoon chatting with the administrative staff and volunteers of Khushboo on various topics from Khushboo's daily operation to the challenges they see ahead.
Next to the director's office on first floor, were speech and physical therapy rooms. These are part of “sparsh”- early intervention and detection. In the speech therapy room, we saw a teacher working with a student on improving his speech by exercises. In physiotherapy room, we saw school’s physiotherapist working with a child who had severe physical disability. We learnt that usually these are one-on-one sessions, sometimes assisted by parents too so that they can learn to do simple exercises at home.

We also learnt that every child before getting admitted to the school is assessed here. A plan is drawn up after the assessment, in which it is decided how often speech and physical therapy would be needed for a child. Parents' eagerness to work with the child is also assessed and they are counselled to increase their participation in their child's life. This is perceived as an important criterion to admit a child in the school.
On the left side from first floor entrance was Khushboo’s Pre-academic room. The class had a teacher and an assistant who usually helps out the teacher in conducting classroom activities. There were around 8-10 students in this class so the student-teacher ratio was low. The children seemed to be around 3-6 years old.

We went there at lunch time, so we did not see the class in action. We noticed that most of the students brought their lunch from home. While the students were enjoying their lunch the teacher explained us the activities that she conducts in her class. They include teaching them to recognize common things such as fruits, animals, means of transport, etc. with the help of charts and drawings. They are also taught to differentiate between various sizes with the help of physical objects and play with them.
Blessings: Academic - I

On the far left of the first floor was Academic – I classroom. Children in this class seemed to be 6-9 years old. We arrived when the students were finishing their lunch. Their energy level seemed to be a little higher than pre-academic students. Some of the classroom activities are drawing common objects, cutting out paper to make things. Teacher usually helps them by outlining what to draw or cut-out. The teacher in the above picture was forced to leave Khusboo because of less income and transportation problem. She joined another school but could not get a satisfaction which she gets here, so she decided to come back and resume the job with Khusboo.
ACADEMIC-II CLASSROOM WAS OPPOSITE TO THE ACADEMIC-I ON FAR LEFT OF FIRST FLOOR. STUDENTS IN THIS CLASS WERE MOSTLY IN THE AGE GROUP OF 9-12. THE TEACHER WAS BEING HELPED BY AN ASSISTANT SINCE THERE WERE LOT MORE STUDENTS THAN ACADEMIC-I CLASS. THE ASSISTANT IN THIS CLASS WAS A FORMER STUDENT OF KHUSHBOO. THEY WERE BEING TAUGHT HOW TO COUNT, ADD AND SUBTRACT USING GRAPHIC AIDS. OTHER THAN THAT THEY HAVE ACTIVITIES LIKE DRAWING AND COLORING OBJECTS.
BLESSINGS: PERFORMING ARTS

Performing arts room is on the right side of the second floor. Students learn a form of art such as music or dance in this room as part of their time table. This activity is thoroughly enjoyed by students. Some of them opt for performing on events such as annual day or festival. This is of great therapeutic value.

As can be seen in the pictures above, a girl student is preparing her annual day dance performance. The room has a television and audio system.
SAMVEDAN: MULTISENSORY STIMULATION UNIT

Next, we went to the muti-sensory stimulation unit, which is opposite to ASST. director's office on first floor. This is part of Khushboo's "Samvedan" program for children with severe disability.

The teacher explained to us that the room is used to provide various kinds of stimulus to children. Some of them are regular students whose condition is more severe. As part of their "curriculum" they are brought here on regular basis to help improve their sensory organs over time. Children are given cloths and toys made of different materials and different degrees of softness, to stimulate their sense of touch. Psychedelic lights are used to stimulate their vision. Lights with different colors are used to teach them to distinguish between colors (esp. traffic lights). There were various sources of sound to stimulate their hearing and improve their ability to recognize a door bell and react to it. All the devices and accessories of this room have been sponsored by Vertex, Palmer Green Sangam Groups, London.
Stimulation Senior room is on the right side of the second floor. This is part of “Samvedan” program in Khushboo. Students in this class are above 13 in age. They are severely affected teenagers with different forms of disabilities. Multisensory techniques are used to help them learn daily life skills. These are students who need more attention and care than other students of similar age.

Some of them are given vocational training like tailoring, handicrafts, book binding etc. according to their learning potential.

Since most of the students of this age are experiencing puberty, the teachers find it challenging to deal with. They have been given some training on how to handle a these student.
Next we went to Pre-vocational Junior-I on the second floor. This is part of a program called “Samarth”. The main objective of this program is to make teenage children independent by teaching them basic life skills as well as skills through which they can earn money.

The students in this class are of age 12 and above. Other than class their regular activities, they are exposed to various household activities like cooking food, cleaning and maintaining their kitchen, buying vegetables, grain and pulses for the kitchen. This helps them become independent to some degree so that they can manage on their own if left alone at home. The fact that they learn to manage on their own provides considerable relief to their families also.

Other than household activities students are also taught tailoring, book binding, cloth painting, cooking, candle making and handicrafts. These skills are acquired over time with the help of teachers. A student usually ends up acquiring one skill according to his/her liking. Learning these skills gives them great deal of confidence and becoming a contributory source in their family.
SAMDARTH (VOCATIONAL): KITCHEN

KITCHEN IS ON THE SECOND FLOOR DIRECTLY OPPOSITE TO THE PREVOCATIONAL JUNIOR- I CLASSROOM.

STUDENTS ARE TAUGHT HOW TO HANDLE KITCHEN APPLIANCES & UTENSILS, SHOP FOR VEGETABLES/FRUITS, AND COOK A MEAL OR SNACK. THE ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE IS TO BRING SOME DEGREE OF INDEPENDENCE FROM THEIR PARENTS AT HOME AND GIVE THEM CONFIDENCE SO THAT THEY CAN BE ALONE AT HOME.

THE KITCHEN HAS APPLIANCES, CUTLERY, AND UTENSILS NECESSARY FOR PREPARING FOOD IN THE PREMISES. STUDENTS USUALLY PREPARE A MID-DAY MEAL/SNACK FOR EVERYONE AS PART OF THEIR LEARNING. THEY ARE GUIDED BY THEIR TEACHER. AS SEEN IN THE TOP RIGHT IMAGE, THE TEACHER MAINTAINS A WEEKLY MENU OF THE MID-DAY SNACK THEY PLAN TO PREPARE, ATTENDANCE SHEET FOR THE CATERING GROUP, CATERING SHEET WHICH SHOWS THE TIME TABLE FOR THOSE WHO HAS OPTED COOKING. TEACHER AND THE STUDENTS PREPARE A LIST OF GROCERY ITEMS THAT NEED TO BE PURCHASED. WITH THE HELP OF A PRICE CHART (ALSO IN THE TOP-RIGHT PICTURE) THEY FIGURE OUT THE MONEY THEY WOULD NEED. THEY THEN GO OUT AND SHOP FOR THE LISTED ITEMS WITH HELP OF THEIR TEACHERS. THIS GIVES THEM AN OPPORTUNITY TO INTERACT WITH PEOPLE AND
BECOMING CONFIDENT IN DEALING WITH MONEY.

In the kitchen, the cupboards have been labeled to help the students identify where a utensil or cutlery can be found. Through repetition they learn to remember where to find something even if they find it hard to read the labels. They are taught to cut vegetables/fruit that go into preparation of their meal/snack. They also learn how to handle appliances such as a gas stove for cooking. Once the meal is prepared, they learn to wash the utensils and put them back in their appropriate places.
TAILORING ROOM IS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE THIRD FLOOR. IT HAS 2-3 SEWING MACHINES, CLOTH AND OTHER REQUIRED MATERIAL FOR SEWING. STUDENTS WHO OPT FOR THIS VOCATION ARE TAUGHT TO SEW CLOTHES, HOT PADS, NAPKINS, TABLE CLOTH, ETC. THESE ITEMS ARE PUT UP FOR SALE AT VARIOUS COMPANY EVENTS AND KHUSHBOO'S FUNCTIONS. THE MONEY FROM THESE SALES HELP COVER SOME OF THE EXPENSES AT KHUSHBOO.

STUDENTS START LEARNING WITH DOING SOME PART OF THE SEWING PROCESS AND THE TEACHERS COMPLETING THE REST BUT OVER TIME THEY PICK UP MORE AND MORE.

LEARNING THIS SKILL NOT ONLY GIVES THEM CONFIDENCE BUT HELPS THEM ATTAIN A SKILL LEVEL THAT COULD GET THEM EMPLOYED OUTSIDE OF KHUSHCOO AND BECOME A CONTRIBUTING SOURCE OF INCOME TO THEIR FAMILY.
EVERY FLOOR HAS TOILETS SEPERATE FOR MEN AND WOMEN. CHILDREN ARE ALSO POTTY TRAINED HERE.

RIGHT IMAGE SHOWS THE ACCOUNTS ROOM. KHUSHBOO EMPLOYS AN ACCOUNTANT WHO MAINTAINS ALL THE TRANSACTIONS.

THERE IS A GUEST ROOM ON THE THIRD FLOOR ITSELF, WHICH IS USED AS AN ACCOMODATION FOR THE GUESTS. RIGHT IMAGE SHOWS THE SPIRAL BINDING TABLE, IT HAS A SPIRAL BINDING MACHINE, PAPERS, SCISSORS AND OTHER REQUIRED STUFF TO CARRY OVER THE ACTIVITY. CHILDREN WHO DO SPIRAL BINDING AS THEIR VOCATIONAL COURSE ARE ASSISTED BY A TEACHER.
THE KHUSHBOO TEAM WITH US

FROM (L TO R): BHAVNA, GEETA CHATURVEDI, SEHDEV, ASHOK GUPTA, VIJAY PAL, SONALI SAVAKOOR, SHASHI NARANG

FROM (L TO R): BHAVNA (ASHA), MOHIT (ASHA), GEETA CHATURVEDI, VIJAY PAL, SONALI SAVAKOOR, SHASHI NARANG
COMMENTS:

Khushboo’s is doing great work in helping children, adolescents as well as adults with multiple disabilities. They have a very planned and well understood approach. They support a considerable amount of students (about 65) and even more who come for their service from nearby city area and villages.

Even though they have been able to engage nearby companies and create awareness about disabilities, we feel that the society has a long way to go. Disability has not been fully embraced by the Indian society and is sometimes made fun of. Parents whose children are mentally challenged feel ashamed. Families with a disabled child are shunned by their relatives. Girls who are mentally or physically challenged face higher discrimination from their families. This was evident from our visit to Khushboo. We met a father of a child who had severe disability and was shunned by his family. He did not know and struggled to get care for his son for about 3 years before he learned about Khushboo through a co-worker. We also saw the number of girls in Khushboo was abnormally low.

Khushboo is struggling with having a continuous source of funding to run their operation. Some of the money comes from sale of their products at various events and functions. But the rest has been companies/groups and support-a-child program. Funding is adhoc, at best. As of now, they do not have a corpus fund, and they are planning to start fund-raising for the same too. Support from Asha for Education would help take care of the teachers salary. In this sector of special needs education, the child also develops a great rapport with the teacher, with time. Retention of dedicated teachers and staff is of utmost importance for the NGO.